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This report documents the results of work done over a 6 year period under the
FAST-OS programs. The first e↵ort was called Right-Weight Kernels, (RWK)
and was concerned with improving measurements of OS noise so it could be
treated quantitatively; and evaluating the use of two operating systems, Linux
and Plan 9, on HPC systems and determining how these operating systems
needed to be extended or changed for HPC, while still retaining their general-
purpose nature.

The second program, HARE, explored the creation of alternative runtime
models, building on RWK. All of the HARE work was done on Plan 9. The
HARE reseachers were mindful of the very good Linux and LWK work being
done at other labs and saw no need to recreate it.

The organizations included LANL (RWK) and Sandia (RWK, HARE), as
the PI moved to Sandia; IBM; Bell Labs; and Vita Nuova, as a subcontractor
to Bell Labs. In any given year, the funding was su↵cient to cover a PI from
each organization part time.

Even given this limited funding, the two e↵orts had outsized impact:

• Helped Cray decide to use Linux, instead of a custom kernel, and provided
the tools needed to make Linux perform well

• Created a successor operating system to Plan 9, NIX, which has been
taken in by Bell Labs for further development

• Created a standard system measurement tool, Fixed Time Quantum or
FTQ, which is widely used for measuring operating systems impact on
applications

• Spurred the use of the 9p protocol in several organizations, including IBM

• Built software in use at many companies, including IBM, Cray, and Google

• Spurred the creation of alternative runtimes for use on HPC systems

• Demonstrated that, with proper modifications, a general purpose oper-
ating systems can provide communications up to 3 times as e↵ective as
user-level libraries

We describe details of these impacts in the following sections. The rest of this
report is organized as follows: first, we describe commercial impact; next, we
describe the FTQ benchmark and its impact in more detail; operating systems
and runtime research follows; we discuss infrastructure software; and close with
a description of the new NIX operating system, future work, and conclusions.
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Chapter 1

Commercial Impact

1.1 Cray

In August 2006, we had meetings with Cray to explore the use of Linux on
their supercomputers in place of the Light Weight Kernel then shipping. The
discussions aligned with the basic thesis of our Right Weight Kernel project,
which was that a properly designed subset of a commercial kernel, coupled with
a set of carefully designed extensions, could compete with Light Weight Ker-
nels, in additon to bringing in the advantages of a more standard programming
environment.

Larry Kaplan, of Cray, notes: “The FastOS forums sponsored by the DOE
O�ce of Science were a very important part of Cray’s investigations into com-
pute node operating systems for HPC. The Right Weight Kernel project in par-
ticular provided important information on the challenges of using Linux which
helped drive the research and development done at Cray in order to deliver the
Cray Linux Environment. Cray fully believes in the importance of the research
community and the ability for them to help influence our direction and success
and looks forward to future opportunities for collaboration.”

As part of Right Weight Kernel project, we created the Fixed Time Quantum[19]
benchmark in order to support quantitative evaluation of OS noise. Cray used
this benchmark to evaluate and improve the performance of their Compute Node
Linux product[11].

1.2 IBM

IBM Research’s involvement in this project has been extremely valuable in ex-
ploring ways to broaden the applicability of the BlueGene hardware through al-
ternative software stacks. It has allowed us to explore hardware features which
aren’t used by the production software as well as explore alternative schemes for
scalability and reliability which are di�cult or impossible under the production
software. This alternative view has given us new insights which can then be
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incorporated into future hardware designs as well as future production system
software.

IBM also used FTQ to instrument the Blue Gene kernel[6][15]; LLNL used
FTQ to measure a performance problem on the Purple machine, and discoverted
a previously unknown impact of the Power Hypervisor.

1.2.1 9p

Our involvement in the HARE project has increased the visibility and use of the
Plan 9 resource sharing protocol, known as 9p, within the broader IBM com-
munity. In particular, during the course of the HARE project we incorporated
both 9p and the XCPU workload management system into a hybrid computing
platform called the Virtual Power Environment, which was developed for the
Mare Nostrum supercomputer at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center. Infras-
tructures derrived from the original VPE idea are still under development by
HPC Links under the product named VERTEX [16]. Experiences from the VPE
e↵ort were factored back into XCPU resulting in the creation of the XCPU2 [8]
workload mangaement framework which then was factored back into the HARE
project as XCPU3 [18] and the Unified Execution Model [21]. The fundamen-
tal components, Linux kernel support, and advanced XCPU models were all
developed as a direct result of the HARE funding.

Outside of the high performance computing area, the 9p protocol has achieved
great success within the emerging virtualization and cloud computing area as
the defacto cloud computing paravirtualized file system under Linux. In co-
ordination with IBM Research, development teams have created a virtio [17]
transport for 9p and incorporated a 9p server into Qemu [3] which allows any
KVM machines to be able to directly mount file systems from the host [10].
This technology has been part of the main line kernel for about a year and is
being incorporated into the commercial Linux distributions.

1.2.2 Hybrid Kernels

Additionally, our experiences with hybrid environments on BlueGene with di↵er-
ent kernel types running on di↵erent nodes has led us towards a hybrid kernel
model for future massive multicore platforms where we are looking at taking
advantage of running di↵erent types of kernels on di↵erent cores in order to im-
prove performance and e�ciency by insulating application cores from operating
system noise. These so called ”hybrid” kernels are currently being evaluated to
be the default production kernel on future platforms.

1.2.3 Analytics

Several of the workload distribution methodologies we explored during the
HARE project are also being evaluated for use in large-scale analytics systems.
In particular, the unified execution model and PUSH [5] workflow are being
looked at for application within analytics clusters as an alternative to Hadoop
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for certain scenarios and the multipipe technology developed as part of HARE
is also being evaluated for integration into several internal projects.

In addition to workflow management, IBM is also exploring the application
of 9p synthetic and static file system technologies to analytics file systems which
can be used with our execution model or with more conventional analytics soft-
ware such as Hadoop.

1.3 Coraid

Coraid is a fast-growing vendor of network disk systems used in cloud computing
centers. Coraid uses the trace software we developed[14] for Blue Gene. This
software extends both the kernel and the linker to enable convenient, e�cient
performance tracing of kernel functions. A measure of the e�ciency of this
software is that all of Coraid’s production kernels ship with the tracing software
always installed and enabled. The capability provided by the software is so
useful, and the performance impact so small, that Coraid decided that it should
always be available.

1.4 Google

As a first step in the FAST-OS project, in 2005 we funded the creation of
a compiler toolchain (C compiler, linker, and assembler) for Plan 9 on the
AMD/Intel 64-bit architectures, known as Opteron and EM64-T. As per a basic
requirement of the project, these tools were created as open source.

Google has recently released a new programming language called Go. Go
supports, among other architectures, the AMD/Intel 64-bit CPUs. For these
CPUs, Google adapted the Plan 9 C toolchain we created. There is hence a very
direct link from the FAST-OS funding to Google’s Go programming language,
a language which is seeing very wide adoption.
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Chapter 2

Fixed Time Quantum

Fixed Time Quantum[19] is a tool for creating measurements of operating sys-
tem noise, allowing users to do quantitative analysis with standard tools such
as Matlab and GNU Octave.

FTQ has found wide use in both the research and commercial world, hav-
ing become one of the standard measurement tools for OS noise. Both IBM
and Cray have used it to help tune their operating system kernels for minimal
noise. FTQ results supported Cray’s decision to move to Compute Node Linux,
replacing the Catamount Light Weight Kernel originally delivered with those
systems. Real application results supported the initial results from FTQ.

The distinguishing feature of FTQ is that it measures work per fixed amount
of time, rather than the more traditional time taken to do a fixed amount of
work. The distinction is subtle but essential. FTQ is written to carefully ensure
that the time samples are for a fixed amount but also that the sampling interval
is stationary. FTQ ensures this property by starting each sample interval at the
correct point in team even if, due to interference, the previous sample interval
took too long. For more discussion of how this is done the reader is referred to
the original paper.

As mentioned, FTQ allows users and vendors to use quantitative, rather
than qualitative analysis. As an example we will walk through real data taken
on Blue Gene/P on a very early implementation of Plan 9. The FTQ program
produces two output files: a so-called ”counts” file, and a times file. These two
files allow a user to reconstruct how much work was done per interval. The
files are useful independent of each other: the counts data gives some idea of
how much work was done, so that the same binary, under di↵erent operating
system, can compare how well the applications run. The times data can be used
to determine how well the algorithm that maintains stationary sampling is doing
its job; deviations of the time from a desired baseline can point to operating
system, virtual machine, or even hardware problems: the times file was used to
diagnose virtual machine interference on the Purple system at LLNL. Combined,
the two files can be used for deeper analysis, combining both work and time
information.
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While the raw data is useful, it is possible to misread too much into a raw
data plot. In the original paper we showed two traces, one of them generated
by white noise and the other by a very well-defined signal. To the naked eye,
they are indistinguishable. Further processing of the data is essential to ensure
that the measured data represents information, not white noise.

In Figure 2.1, we show a similar plot for three FTQ runs, on CNK, Linux,
and Plan 9. What is of interest are not the actual numbers – the Plan 9 binary
is a di↵erent binary – but the occurrence of spikes in the graph. One can gain
some information immediately: there is clearly periodic interference of the same
frequency for each operating system. Further investigation revealed that the
64-bit processor clock, comprised of two 32-bit counters, had a glitch when the
low-order 32-bit counter rolled over, leading to a slightly longer sample interval
at that point. The algorithm quickly resynchronized, however, such that the
counts over a long period were correct. This spike can easily be misinterpreted
in the time domain graph; it does not have any impact on the frequency domain
graph.

Figure 2.1: A plot of FTQ ’count’ data for three Blue Gene/P operating
systems, with sample number on the X axis and unit-less work on the
Y axis.

Converting this data to the fequency domain is relatively straightforward.
We present the octave script in Figure 2.2. The program reads the file in using a
function that returns a one-dimensional vector. The function fitmax normalizes
all the values in the vector to the maximum value. Finally, the code calls
the octave pwelch function, which generates two vectors: a power spectrum
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samples = readcounts(’9ftq63_0_counts.dat’);

samples = fitmax(samples);

[Psd,w] = pwelch(samples,[],[],[],810);

Figure 2.2: Octave script for processing raw FTQ data. We only use the counts
file in this case.

estimation (Psd) and a set of frequencies(w). The parameters are the samples,
and the cycle counter frequency (810 Mhz.). We show a plot of the Power
spectral density for the three operating systems in Figure 2.3

Figure 2.3: Power Spectral Density for the three operating systems,
Frequency in HZ on the x axis and unit-less amplitude on the Y axis.

The graph shows that CNK has a better noise figure than either of its two
more general purpose competitors. It is also possible to see the frequencies at
which noise spikes occur. In fact, an earlier version of this chart revealed a very
distinct noise spike at 30 HZ. which we eliminated. Finally, it is easy to see
that, while there is an apparent similarity in the time domain between CNK
and ZeptoOS noise,they are not at all similar in the frequency domain. One can
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not simply look at raw data graphs and reveal all the hidden information.
FTQ allows us to quantitatively measure and analyze noise, using standard

signal processing techniques. Spectral components of noise can be measured,
traced back to their source, and eliminated.
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Chapter 3

Operating Systems
Developments

3.1 Plan 9 Port to Blue Gene /L and /P

3.1.1 Large Pages

Blue Gene processors use software-loaded TLBs. A TLB manages the virtual
to physical mapping for a single page, which in both Linux and Plan 9 is 4096
bytes. The processors support more than just one page size, in multiples of 4,
from 1024 bytes to 1 Gbyte (with a few sizes missing). The CNK features 1
Mbyte TLBs, and benefits from reduced TLB fault interrupts.

We extended Plan 9 to support larger TLBs. In order to measure the im-
provement we used the strid3 benchmark to show the impact of TLB size upon
an application. Shown in Figure 3.1 is the result. Plan 9 is eight times slower
than the CNK when 4096 byte pages are used. With one Mbyte pages in Plan 9,
its performance is identical to the CNK. The change to Plan 9 to support the
larger pages amounted to less than 30 lines of code[12].

3.2 Currying and Process-private system calls

Extensive measurement of the kernel, using the tool developed and described
in [14], showed that for read and write system calls a great deal of overhead
was repeated for each iteration of the call. Two of the biggest overheads are
validation of the file descriptor and the read/write pointer and length validation.
We also found in most cases that the pointers are being reused for each call: it
is extremely rare for these parameters to be wrong, yet programs pay the full
overhead for checking them each time. For the Blue Gene global barrier device,
the overhead for the system call was 3.529 microseconds.

In [13] we describe the possible approaches to resolving this problem. We
developed two several extensions to Plan 9 that allowed the kernel to Curry the
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Figure 3.1: Result of running strid3 on CNK, Plan 9, and Plan 9 with
1 MByte pages.

arguments to the read and write system calls. The result: the file descriptor
and pointer/length information is checked once, and the result stored in a cache
held in the proc struct (per-process information) in the kernel. The per-process
structure is also extended with a private system call table. When the process
makes a private system call, all the standard checking is skipped and the pre-
validated cached values are used instead. This new system call path resulted in
a 5-fold reduction in overhead, to 729 nanoseconds.

The Currying and per-process system calls together form a new type of
interface to operating system kernels.

3.2.1 Shared Heap

Currying reduces the overhead for process-driven operations. It does nothing
for interrupt-driven operations, because interrupts, by design, do not occur in a
process context. Page pinning is used to resolve this problem on Linux systems:
process memory mappings are communicated to the driver and “pinned” into
place. Page pinning adds a great deal of code to a kernel; in some cases the
pinning code for (e.g.) Linux is larger than all of Plan 9 itself.

We implemented a “shared heap” model in Plan 9. All process heaps, the
kernel, and the drivers share a common address space, consisting of the top 1.5
Gbytes of memory. All heap (not text, stack, or data, just heap) is allocated
from this shared 1.5 Gbytes of memory. A given heap address in a process,
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kernel, or interrupt handler will point to the same piece of memory. In contrast,
in a standard OS, the same heap address in each process points to di↵erent
memory. Note that a shared heap address space does not imply that all the
data in the heap itself is shared between all the processes. Processes can share
parts of the heap, but are typically limited to their own private piece, and can
not see other processes heap data.

Processes can easily pass pointers to each other because a given heap pointer
has the same meaning in every process. Processes can communicate an address
to the driver for use by the interrupt handler and there is no need for complex
pinning, because the address has the same meaning in every machine context.

We further modified the BG/P Torus driver to implement queues on the
receive side. As packets are received by the interrupt handler they are directly
moved to the queues. 1 Finally, once the driver and kernel were extended, we
created a library to allow processes to send from the shared heap and receive
into queues in the shared heap.

Our resulting performance was better than that of the MPI library, even
while using the kernel for I/O. In fact a simple ping-pong code ran with about
1/3 the latency of MPI. Our code was about 100 times smaller than the MPI
library. Further, the device could be made to work for multiple independent
applications, which is not possible on BG/P hardware if the direct-access MPI
libraries are used. We thus showed that if a kernel provides the proper abstrac-
tions, it is not necessary to run the network device driver in user memory, as is
done today.

3.3 File Systems

3.3.1 Compute Node Caches

We needed to reduce the load on the file server shared by thousands of nodes in
a Blue Gene Plan 9 cluster. The intent was to execute the caching mechanisms
on the I/O nodes as well as look at spreading them out amongst the compute
nodes depending on the I/O requirements of a particular application.

Plan 9 had two existing caching mechanisms for 9P file servers: a volatile
cache controlled by devmnt, and a persistent disk-based cache managed by the
user-level server cfs. Both sent the server all 9P requests except reads satisfied by
the cache. Cfs was quickly converted to a ramcfs that used the large memory of
a Blue Gene I/O node instead of a disk, but most 9P tra�c still passed through.
A redesign produced fscfs, which breaks the direct link between its client’s 9P
transactions and those it makes to the server, producing a dramatic reduction
in tra�c seen by the server.

Fscfs is a normal, user-level C application, using the Plan 9 thread library,
libthread, for internal concurrency. Like cfs, it is a 9P transducer: it acts as
a client to a remote 9P file server on one connection, and acts as a 9P server

1
These queues are very similar to those provided on the T3D. In the T3D, however, they

were implemented in hardware.
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to its client on another connection. (Once that connection is mounted in the
name space, many client processes can share it.) To provide data caching, fscfs
uses the same strategy as the existing caches: it makes a copy of the data as it
passes through in either direction, and stores it in a local cache. Subsequent read
requests for the same data will be satisfied from the cache. Write requests are
passed through to the server, replacing data in the cache if successful. Cached
data is associated with each active file, but the memory it occupies is managed
on a least-recently-used basis across the whole set of files. When a specified
threshold for the cache has been reached, the oldest cached data is discarded.

Fscfs maintains a path tree representing all the paths walked in that tree,
successfully or unsuccessfully. A successful walk results in an end-point that
records a handle referring to that point in the server’s hierarchy. (Note that
intermediate names need not have server handles.) If a walk from a given point
failed at some stage, that is noted by a special path value at that point in the
tree, which gives the error string explaining why the walk failed. If a subsequent
walk from the client retraces an existing path, fscfs can send the appropriate
response itself, including failures and walks that were only partially successful.
If names remain in the walk request after traversing the existing path, fscfs
allocates a new handle for the new path end-point, sends the whole request
to the server, and updates the path appropriately from the server’s response.
Remembering failures is a great help when, for instance, many processes on
many nodes are enumerating possible names for di↵erent possible versions of
(say) Python library files or shared libraries, most of which do not exist. (It
would be more rational to change the soft ware not to do pointless searches, but
it is not always possible to change components from standard distributions.)

Fscfs is just over 2,000 lines of C code, including some intended for future
use. It has more than satisfied our initial requirements, although much more
can be done. It aggregates common operations in a general but straightforward
way. Its path cache is similar to Matuszekps file handle cache in his NFS cache,
and closer to 9P home, some of the subtle cases in handles management in fscfs
seem to turn up in the implementation of 9P in the Linux kernel, where Linux
lacks anything corresponding exactly to a 9P handle.

3.4 New network communications models

3.4.1 Active Message Support

As a performance measurement experiment we implemented Active Messages
in the Torus driver. Our implementation of shared heaps, mentioned above,
allowed us to do the active message operation in the torus interrupt handler.
The result was an ability to perform remote put/get/queue insert at a rate
roughly three times greater than when MPI was used.
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3.4.2 High performance network transport

3.4.3 Network programming models

Writing or converting applications to make best use of runtimes such as MPI
can be non-trivial: to avoid the synchronization imposed by matching sends
and receives, and barriers, and to overlap communication to reduce latency,
programmers use non-blocking primitives and asynchronous communication.

In UNIX, a program can read and write on a file descriptor to communicate
with a local device, or a TCP/IP port on a distant machine, without changing
the program text or even recompiling it: IO through file descriptors is location
independent. The intention behind developing specialized protocols—the bulk
messaging protocol in particular—and the new messaging kernel interface is
to allow HPC applications to be written in a similar style, but with e�cient
transport.

With IO through file descriptors, if two communicating processes are on the
same node, the system will use cross-domain references to transfer the data
directly; if they are on di↵erent nodes, the sender’s data will be passed by ref-
erence through the kernel to the bulk messaging drivers, which will use DMA
to transmit it to memory on the remote node, which will be passed by reference
from the kernel to the receiving process. File descriptors hide the protocols
used, not just the location. When debugging on a laptop, pipes can replace the
fancy networks, without changing the program, or the communication seman-
tics. It is at least as easy to use as the naive use of MPI’s send/receive, but
without imposing a static process structure, since new processes can be created
on demand, and added to the communication set, in the same way as in network
applications.

The primitives are usable both directly by applications and by supporting
services. For example, we ported to Plan 9 a small scientific application that
used MPI, in which asynchronous communication had resulted in a complex
structure. We replaced all MPI calls by calls to a small library using our primi-
tives. (The library provides reduce and allreduce operations, for instance.) The
revised program is written in a straightforward style, like a simple network ap-
plication, as if the communication were synchronous, but the kernel and its
protocol drivers exploit the potential for concurrency and overlap. As another
example, we have been experimenting with a small library and associated ser-
vices that creates a distributed spanning tree (which can be made fault-tolerant)
to provide multicast and convergecast to support large-scale computations.

3.4.4 Data network basics

The Blue Gene system provides several data networks. The IO nodes are linked
by Ethernet, with connections through switches to the outside world, providing
a conventional IP network. The CPU nodes are connected by the Torus; and the
IO and CPU nodes are linked in a collective network. The only path from a CPU
node to the outside (including external file service) is through the collective to
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an IO node, and then through the IP network on the Ethernet. The Ethernet
supports large packets (‘jumbo frames’). The collective and Torus, however,
provide only small packets: 256 and 240 bytes of user data respectively. On
BG/P, compared to BG/L, the Torus has extra DMA interfaces to the Torus
that can automatically fragment messages into the network’s tiny payloads,
although the recipient must still reassemble messages.

The Plan 9 IP stack is completely independent of the MAC layers: a small
medium driver connects the bottom of the IP stack to the files representing the
driver for a given MAC level. For example, the Ether medium driver opens
/net/ether0/data, reads and writes the file, converting as it does so between
the Ether packets the device expects and IP packets, adding and removing
MAC headers, and invoking ARP as required. It was a simple task to write
specific medium drivers for each of the Torus and collective networks, just several
hundred lines each. Note that unlike some other systems on Blue Gene, Plan 9
therefore does not emulate an Ethernet on either torus or collective to implement
IP. Not only is the MAC-level framing of IP packets specific to each device,
but there is no need for ARP (which historically has been a problem when
attempting to scale to thousands of nodes).

Raw access (ie, non-IP) to each network is also provided, through specific
device files in the name space, such as /net/torusdata; in fact, it is the same
interface used by the IP medium drivers. Applications that use the networks
outside IP often need to send messages larger than the hardware’s payload. We
therefore added a simple fragmentation protocol, allowing messages of up to
64 kbytes to be exchanged across the network. The implementation is about
300 lines, allowing for an implementation entirely in software on BG/L, and a
hybrid implementation on BG/P that takes advantage on the Torus of support
in the DMA subsystem for fragmentation, using a software header encoding that
allows correct but e�cient reassembly at the receiver even when several nodes
are communicating with the same recipient. Note that combining fragmentation
with IP is worthwhile: the basic IP header is 20 bytes, and TCP adds 20
more, which is a non-trivial overhead for the tiny Torus and collective packets.
Fragmentation allows one TCP/IP header to be used for a large message, which
is then fragmented; although there is overhead in fragment reassembly, the
resulting message traverses the IP stack only once, instead of many packets.

3.4.5 Transport protocols

As noted elsewhere, Plan 9 uses the 9P protocol to implement a range of system
and application services, including distributed services, such as those provided
by the Unified Execution Model. Unusually for modern network protocols, 9P
is not 9P/IP: it is not expressly an Internet protocol. It can use any underlying
transport that provides reliable, sequential (in-order) delivery; the current ver-
sion of 9P does not even require the transport to respect 9P message boundaries.
Having implemented an IP network above both Torus and collective networks,
and thus TCP/IP, we could immediately deploy 9P. The Blue Gene environ-
ment, however, like many supercomputer systems, makes it easy to experiment
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with alternative protocol designs and implementations. Although the nodes,
directly or indirectly, access resources on outside networks such as file service
or graphics display, much of the communication is intra- and inter-node. Fur-
thermore, it is easy to change the protocol implementation at all nodes from
run to run, simply as a by-product of rebooting the system. By contrast, there
are many barriers to experimenting with new protocols on the Internet. For ex-
ample, Plan 9 historically had a reliable datagram protocol, called IL/IP, tuned
to the needs of 9P. It has seen reducing use because on the wider Internet, in-
tervening routers and firewalls do not recognise the protocol; nor is it easy to
change them to do so.

As well as supporting 9P, which is a reliable point-to-point conversation
between client and server, we wanted to support reliable messaging between
arbitrary pairs of processes (between any nodes). On Blue Gene, of course,
the underlying hardware networks provide just such reliable delivery, at least
in principle, and we had added fragmentation to allow larger, more expressive
messages. On the other hand, in the larger context of the project, we were in-
terested in fault-tolerance, including operation on unreliable or failing networks.
Furthermore, because of its intended use for a single application using MPI, the
hardware’s properties are not quite right for 9P, or even general inter-process
messaging. Most obviously, reliability and flow-control are between nodes, not
between collections of processes on those nodes. Adding multiplexing of inter-
node channels, for example by running IP, requires keeping the receiver ‘live’
(ie, unblocked) at all times, to prevent the hardware flow-control from trigger-
ing and causing deadlock. Thus, for reliable communication, the hardware level
flow-control is neither necessary nor su�cient, and flow-control must be added
somewhere in the multiplexing software stack.

Multiplexing, datagram and transport protocols are superficially straightfor-
ward, but typically become burdened with much practical detail, for connection
establishment, error control, flow control, and congestion control. Rather than
risk the time to develop a complete protocol from scratch, we decided to adopt
and adapt an existing complete protocol definition, or more probably a suit-
able subset of one, limiting the implementation to just what we needed in the
Blue Gene environment. We needed multiplexed messaging connections for 9P,
and reliable but connectionless messaging for computational work. The first
attempt was loosely based on the Xpress Transport Protocol,[20] which had the
attraction of supporting unreliable and reliable datagrams, and reliable con-
nections as supersets of each other. The protocol essentially microcodes the
e↵ects desired by the application level; thus, a reliable datagram includes one
protocol header that declares a new connection, transfers data into it, requests
an acknowledgement, and closes the connection; a reliable connection instead
puts those operations in the headers of distinct messages, in particular leaving
the connection open after the first message, and taking advantage of the con-
text thus established to abbreviate subsequent messages. Plan 9’s TCP/IP has
3236 lines for the TCP level, 706 for the IP level, and some auxiliary code. By
contrast, the XTP prototype had 1740 lines of code, and needed no IP level,
but supported not just TCP-like connections, but reliable datagrams as well.
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Unfortunately, connection establishment and reset in XTP still seemed overly
complex for this application, requiring message exchanges and timers. A sec-
ond attempt was made (reusing much of the code), inspired by a much older
protocol delta-t.[23] It was simpler than XTP, and had a unique, timer-based
approach to connection management. Briefly, in delta-t a logical connection ex-
ists between every possible sender and every possible receiver, but a connection
is quiescent—thus requiring no state on either sender or receiver—if no message
has been sent or received for a specified interval. The delta-t designers observed
that timers are required to detect time out, and to provide protection against
lost messages on connection close, but the timers can be used instead to make
the connection messages redundant. Thus, to use a connection, a process simply
sends a message on it, and the receiver then creates the state for the connection.
After an optional acknowledgement, if no further messages are received (or the
receiving process has no reply), the connection becomes quiescent and the state
is removed. In the original protocol there are therefore no extra messages for
connection establishment or shutdown, and the protocol can carry a single mes-
sage e�ciently. An old quip is that one cannot a↵ord to have (say) TCP/IP
connections between every pair of 65,000 nodes. With the delta-t approach, the
pair-wise connections (logically) exist but cost nothing, until messages are ac-
tually sent, when the transient state can carry as much data as needed, reliably,
and without extra messaging for connection establishment.

On the other hand, and currently the primary use, a delta-t connection can
carry 9P tra�c between a client and a 9P server. Because the interface to the
protocol (ie, /net/pk) obeys the Plan 9 name space conventions for networks,
applications can use the protocol instead of TCP/IP without change.

3.4.6 Bulk messaging

On BG/L, the Torus network hardware presented a collection of memory-mapped
FIFOs as its interface, accessed from the processor by explicit loads and stores.
The BG/P Torus hardware hides that detail behind a collection of rings of
DMA descriptors, and new DMA hardware moves the data between memory
and selected FIFOs. The hardware goes much further, however, which required
revisiting the software network interfaces to the Torus. (The collective networks
were unchanged.) In particular, the hardware provided new DMA operations:
put and remote get, implemented by special packets interpreted by the DMA en-
gine. The Put operation causes the hardware to send an arbitrarily-large block
of memory from one node, across the Torus, directly into a block of memory on
a specified target node. The destination address is specified as an o↵set from a
base address in a table on the remote node, selected by a ‘counter ID’ specified
by the sender. In the other direction, one node sends a Remote Get packet to a
second node, causing its DMA engine to execute a Put operation. Usually the
target of the Put is the first node, so that the original message thus gets the
relevant data from the second node e�ciently using DMA.

To exploit the BG/P extensions, the Plan 9 Torus driver was extended to
implement a lightweight protocol for bulk messaging. A process wishing to use
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bulk messaging opens the file /net/torusbig, and sends and receives messages
using write and read system calls. The first 32 bytes of the data in each read
or write is a software header giving source and destination network addresses,
an operation code, a parameter, and 24 bytes of uninterpreted data for use
by the application. That is followed by the data of the bulk message itself.
The uninterpreted data might contain values for subaddressing, or metadata
describing the data, but that is up to the application. The operation code and
its parameter are reserved to the protocol subsystem.

Bulk messaging is a network protocol. Writes and reads are not matched, let
alone synchronised, even in the implementation of the protocol. A write causes
a bulk message to be sent to the destination node, which is queued until some
reader does a read. The application data attached to the message might be used
to associate requests and replies in an application level algorithm, perhaps by
library code, but that is outside the messaging protocol.

In the Torus driver, the protocol implementation uses the normal Torus
packet channels, but bulk message control packets are specially marked, and
interpreted by the interrupt handler on the destination node. A bulk write
request sends a Get control message to the destination. The control message
includes the metadata from the request, and addressing information for the
data. If the destination cannot process the request, it will reply with a Nak.
Otherwise, it will issue a DMA Remote Get request, quoting the addressing
information it was given. The hardware on both source and destination nodes
is programmed to signal an interrupt when the transfer completes. The sending
node marks the bulk request done; the receiver queues the data to be read.
Control packets carry tags to allow requests to be cancelled, acknowledged, or
nak’d if required.

Note that the bulk writer is not required to wait for the transmission to
complete, allowing the usual overlap provided by bu↵ering. More subtly, al-
though the transfer is logically a ‘put’ from source to destination, the receiving
kernel initiates the transfer using a DMA Remote Get. There are several rea-
sons. First, the parameters for a DMA Put require the sender to specify the
correct index in a table on the receiver, and that can only be known by global
convention or prior arrangement (ie, through a previous exchange of messages),
neither of which supports dynamic communication well. Second, the receiver
needs to find the memory to receive the data, and might be receiving from many
other nodes. Having the receiver start the transfer allows various forms of flow
control. Most important, however, using DMA Remote Get is more robust
against node failure. If the sending node fails and stops, the request will fail or
time out. If the sending node fails and restarts, at worst the Get request will
fetch incorrect data, or receive an error. The metadata can be used to check
the data. By contrast, if a DMA Put is used, and a destination node fails and
restarts, it is possible that, without an error being notified, the put will transfer
into whatever memory is addressed at the time by the table index parameter,
corrupting the target node.
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3.4.7 IO segments

For initial experiment, we limited messages to 128 KiB, because of addressing
constraints in the system. We did, however, want bulk messaging to be able
to send much larger chunks of data. Furthermore, the normal read and write
system calls imply copying, which is obviously ine�cient. We changed the
system to allow both restrictions to be removed, by solving a more general
problem. We added a simple form of cross-domain reference.

A process can attach a special type of segment intended to be used for IO.
The segment is backed by physically-contiguous memory, usable by hardware
DMA. Inspired by the x-kernel [7], fbufs [4], and System 360’s LOCATE mode,
two new system calls were added:

Message readmsg(int fd, uint iolimit)
int writemsg(int fd, Message m)

Like the read system call, readmsg fetches data from the file denoted by file
descriptor fd, but instead of having the user provide a bu↵er address, readmsg
returns a Message value that refers to the data read (ie, the bu↵er address),
and any associated metadata (eg, source address). Similarly, writemsg accepts
a Message value instead of a single bu↵er address. The data address in the
Message can be an ordinary address in the process. but it can also be a reference
to an IO segment. Such references can be passed between user process and device
driver through the kernel. There are primitives to manage the memory in an
IO segment.

In the HARE implementation on BG/P, IO segments and the system calls
are restricted to use with particular devices, specifically the Torus. Since then,
however, we have revised and extended the scheme in the context of the 64-bit
NIX work, to handle IO to arbitrary devices, and support interprocess commu-
nication.

3.5 Kittyhawk Kernels and VMM

Supercomputers and clouds both strive to make a large number of computing
cores available for computation. However, current cloud infrastructure does not
yield the performance sought by many scientific applications. A source of the
performance loss comes from virtualization and virtualization of the network
in particular. Project Kittyhawk [2] was an undertaking at IBM Research to
explore the use of a hybrid supercomputer software infrastructure on top of a
BlueGene/P which allows direct hardware access to the communication hard-
ware for the necessary components while providing the standard elastic cloud
infrastructure for other components.

Beyond the enabling infrastructure for cloud provisioning and dynamic boot
of multiple images across compute nodes within a single BG/P allocation, the
Kittyhawk team also ported a Linux compute node implementation complete
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with an Ethernet interface to the high-performance collective and torus net-
works [1]. This allowed Linux applications to run unmodified on Blue Gene
compute nodes without incurring the performance overhead of reflecting sockets
and I/O operations thorugh user space helpers as in ZeptoOS. It also enabled
more conventional storage solutions including SAN and NAS to be extended
into the compute node network for I/O intensive solutions. While the Kitty-
hawk Linux kernel provided this Ethernet interface, it also provided an API
allowing the allocation of torus channels directly to high performance appli-
cations which knew how to interact with them allowing even greater degrees
of performance and flexibility. These allocated application channels co-existed
with the kernel-space channels providing a good hybrid trade o↵ between system
provided networking and OS bypass.

The Kittyhawk environment was not limited to Linux kernel targets. It also
supported execution of the L4 microkernel operating system. In addition to
providing an alternative execution platform for applications, the L4 Kittyhawk
port also supported a virtual machine monitor which could be used to further
virtualize the BG/P nodes and network providing additional protection in cloud
deployment environments.

The Kittyhawk infrastructure, the linux kernel patches, and the L4 kernel
and virtual machine monitor have all been released as open source and are
available from http://kittyhawk.bu.edu.
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Chapter 4

Run Time Developments

Developing runtimes for processes on Plan 9 was challenging, because we did
not opt for the traditional HPC approach of placing device drivers in user level
libraries. From the beginning of this project, we had decided to have the kernel
control communications and resource management tasks that have been rele-
gated to user level runtimes for decades. Returning control of these tasks to the
kernel makes the HPC resource available to a much wider set of applications
than just MPI programs. On many traditional HPC systems, high performance
networks are not even visible to non-MPI applications. On Plan 9 on BG/P,
even the command shell has access to the fastest networks: hence it is possible
to run a shell pipeline between compute nodes, without rewriting all the pro-
grams involved to use MPI. Parallel programs become more portable, and much
easier to write and use.

Removing device drivers from libraries removed all the attendant complexity
from those libraries; many user-level libraries have more complex code than the
Plan 9 kernel, and even the smallest of those libraries is larger than our kernel.
Our limited-function MPI supports many MPI applications in less than 5000
lines.

User-level runtimes are not without their advantages. Most MPI libraries
are thread-safe, and incorporate an activity scheduler that can choose activities
with very low overhead. Because the device driver is contained in the process,
pointers to data are valid for all the operations the runtime performs, including
setting up DMA. There is no need to translate addresses, and on a simple system
like Blue Gene, there is no need for complex page pinning software. These MPI
runtimes in essence create a single-address-space operating system, complete
with drivers and scheduling, that is ”booted” by the host operating system and
then left to run in control of the node. Again, the advantages of the runtime
include the implementation of system call functionality with function calls; and
a single address space, with the attendant elimination of address translations
and page faults and elimination of unnecessary copies.

Leaving device drivers in the kernel requires reduced overhead in some ar-
eas. A system call takes 1-2 microseconds, on average; this time must be re-
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duced when latency-sensitive operations take place. User-level addresses must
be mapped into the kernel address space. In interrupt handlers, user-level mem-
ory is not easily accessed in Plan 9, since interrupt handlers have no user context.

In this section we describe the research we have undertaken to address these
needs.

4.1 Unified Execution Model

In order to address the need for a more dynamic model of interacting with
large scale machines, we built the unified execution model (UEM) [21] which
combined interfaces for logical provisioning and distributed command execution
with integrated mechanisms for establishing and maintaining communication,
synchronization, and control. The intent was to provide an environment which
would allow the end-user to treat the supercomputer as a seamless extension
of his desktop workstation – making elements of his local environment and
file system available on the supercomputer as well as providing interfaces for
interactive control and management of processes running on top of the high-
performance system.

Our initial attempt at providing the UEM infrastructure was based around
an extension of some of our previous work in cluster workload management [9] [8].
This initial infrastructure, named XCPU3 was built on top of the Inferno vir-
tual machine which could be hosted on a variety of platforms (Windows, Linux,
Mac, Plan 9), while providing secure communication channels and dynamic
name space management. It functioned as a server for the purposes of provid-
ing access to the elements of the end-users desktop as well as an gateway to the
interfaces for job control and management on the supercomputer. The manage-
ment interface was structured as a synthetic file system built into the Inferno
virtual machine, which could be accessed by applications running on the host
either directly via a library or by mounting a 9P exported name space (using
the Linux v9fs 9P client support built into the Linux kernel).

A key aspect which allowed the UEM to scale was a hierarchical organization
of node aggregation which on bluegene matched the topology of the collective
network. It became clear that at the core of the interaction of the UEM in-
frastructure were one to many communication pipelines which were used to
broadcast control messages and aggregate response communication and report-
ing. We extracted that key functionality into a new system primitive called a
multipipe [22]. The result dramatically simplified the infrastructure and im-
proved overall system performance. It also became clear that multipipes were a
useful primitive for the construction of applications and other system services.
We extended the design to incorperate many to many communication as well as
support for collective operations and barriers.

While Inferno provided a great environment on top of end-user desktops, we
didn’t want to incur the overhead of running Inferno on all the compute nodes
of the supercomputer. Using multipipes as the core primative, we built a pair
of synthetic file systems for Plan 9 which provided an interface for initiating
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execution on a node named execfs and a second file system whose purpose was
to coordinate groups of remote processes to allow for fan-out computation and
aggregate control named gangfs. The gangfs file systems were built to organize
themselves hierarchically in a fashion similar to XCPU3. This could then be
mounted by front-end systems or end user workstations and interacted with
using Inferno as a gateway and server.

In order to make interactions with the UEM file system a bit more straight-
forward we developed a new shell which incorporated support for multi-pipes
and interactions with the taskfs and gangfs interfaces. Push is a dataflow shell
which uses two new pipe operators, fan out(’—¡’) and fanin(’¿—’) to create
Directed Acyclic Graphs of processes. This allows construction of complicated
computational workflows in the same fashion one would create UNIX shell script
pipelines.
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Chapter 5

Infrastructure
Developments

5.1 Blue Gene Debug File System

The Blue Gene incorporates a management network with JTAG level access to
every core on the system which is uses for loading, monitoring and control. Our
Plan 9 infrastructure represents the external interface to this JTAG infrastruc-
ture as a file system. This file system is served by a special application on an
external system that connects to a management port on the service node which
accepts JTAG and system management commands. Directory hierarchies are
used to organize racks, midplanes, node cards, nodes, and cores. Each core has
its own subdirectory with a set of files rep resenting the core’s state and control
interfaces.

This has the e↵ect of representing the entire machineś state as well as special
files for interacting with per-node consoles as a single file hierarchy with leaf
nodes reminicent of the the /proc file system from Linux (except more powerful).
The monitoring network and debug file system were vital contributors to the
speed with which we were able to bring up the system. Since all nodes and state
are represented, it eases the job of writing parallel debuggers and profilers.
Indeed, the Plan 9 debuggers are already written to work against such file
systems and so this allowed us to debug multi-node kernelcode as easily as we
would have debugged a multi-process applications.

5.2 nompirun

While the debug file system provided us a great environment for bring-up, it
did not play well with the existing management infrastructures in production
environments. To accomodate production environments we wrote management
daemons for our IO nodes which interacted with the production management
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infrastructure for status reporting, parameter passing, and notification of termi-
nation of applications. We also constructed a number of scripts for interacting
with the cobalt job submission system used at Argonne National Labs which
automated launch of Plan 9 jobs including configuration of back-links to the
front-end file servers and reporting channels for the aggreagted standard output
and standard error of the jobs running on all the compute nodes. This alternate
infrastructure was critical to allowing us to bring up applications with alternate
(non-MPI-based) runtimes while still playing nicely with the production man-
agement software and job schedulers and was reused to enable the Kittyhawk
profiles.

5.3 Kittyhawk u-boot and cloud provisioning

The production Blue Gene control system only allows booting a single image
on all nodes of a block. Initial firmware which initializes the hardware is loaded
via the control network into each node of the machine.

For Kittyhawk profiles, we take over the node from the firmware via a generic
boot loader which is placed on all nodes by the existing control system. The boot
loader, U-Boot, o↵ers rich functionality including a scripting language, network
booting via NFS and TFTP, and a network console. We extended U-Boot with
the necessary device drivers for the Blue Gene hardware and integrated the
Lightweight IP stack [6, 7] to provide support for TCP as a reliable network
transport.

With this base functionality, individual nodes can be controlled remotely,
boot sequences can be scripted, and specialized kernel images can be uploaded
on a case-by-case, node-by-node basis. Users can then use simple command line
tools to request a node or a group of nodes from the free pool and push kernels
to the newly allocated group. The kittyhawk infrastructure allows users to
construct powerful scripted environments and bootstrap large numbers of nodes
in a controlled, flexible, and secure way. Simple extensions to this model can
also be used to reclaim and restart nodes from failure or simply to reprovision
them with di↵erent base software.
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Chapter 6

NIX

NIX is an operating system designed for manycore CPUs in which not all cores
are capable of running an operating system. Examples of such systems abound,
most recently in the various GPU systems. While most heterogeneous systems
treat the non-OS cores as a subordinate system, in NIX they are treated as
peers (or even superiors) of the OS cores. Many additional features of NIX were
created based on what we learned from the RWK and HARE projects.

NIX features a heterogeneous CPU model and can use a shared address space
if it is available. NIX partitions cores by function: Timesharing Cores, or TCs;
Application Cores, or ACs; and Kernel Cores, or KCs. One or more TC runs
traditional applications. KCs are optional, running kernel functions on demand.
ACs are also optional, devoted to running an application with no interrupts; not
even clock interrupts. Unlike traditional kernels, functions are not static: the
number of TCs, KCs, and ACs can change as needed. Also unlike traditional
systems, applications can communicate by sending messages to the TC kernel,
instead of system call traps. These messages are ”active” taking advantage of
the shared-memory nature of manycore CPUs to pass pointers to data and code
to coordinate cores.

NIX has transparent support for a near-unlimited range of page sizes. On the
64-bit x86 family, for example, NIX supports 2 MiB and 1 GiB pages. Support
for 1 GiB pages is crucial to performance: on one popular graph application we
measured a 2x speedup when 1 GiB pages were used instead of 2 MiB pages.
The implementation allows for virtual pages, e.g., one could provide 16KiB pages
that are a concatenation of physical 4 KiB pages. These virtual pages would
allow us to reduce the number of page faults an application causes, although
they would not reduce TLB pressure.

NIX gives us the best of many worlds. Applications can own a core, and will
not even be preempted by a clock tick, as they are even on Light Weight Kernels
today. At the same time, the full capability of a general purpose operating
system is available on core nearby. We feel that NIX represents the shape of
future operating systems on manycore systems that are being built now.

Further information on NIX can be found in Appendis A.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

This research has suggested a number of new directions for HPC.

• New operating systems that step outside the stale Light-Weight Ker-
nel/General Kernel argument. We have shown that one such kernel, NIX,
can support the desirable attributes of both and even outperform LWKs
at the things they do best.

• Network IO can and should be done in the kernel, and future research
should work out the API. OS Bypass should be bypassed.

• Network software that does not assume a perfect network needs to be
created and put into use. This change in turn will allow innovation to
occur in HPC hardware.

• HPC hardware needs to change so that it can provide near-perfect infor-
mation about failures, but not nodes that never fail. Software can handle
faults in a far more flexible manner than hardware.

• File systems must change to make explicit use of hierarchy. The ratio of
Compute Nodes to IO Nodes should not be statically defined by wires, as
it is today, but defined by the needs of the application, and hence flexible.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

While no commercial HPC vendor is using Plan 9, they are using much of the
other software we developed, including the 64-bit compiler toolchain, FTQ, and
NIX. There are other lessons learned:

• OS bypass is not required for good network performance. “Conventional
knowledge bypass” is much more important: if we can get runtime libraries
to accomodate such concepts as a shared heap address space, we can reduce
runtime and OS complexity and remove OS bypass for the most part.

• The idea of quantitative measurement of OS noise was controversial when
we first proposed it in 2004. In fact, there is a wealth of signal processing
software and knowledge that can be applied to HPC. We need to move
beyond qualitative descriptions to quantitative measurements. Adjectives
should be avoided when numbers can be supplied.

• Users want a Unix-like API, even on systems like Blue Gene which do
not run Unix on all nodes. Key requirements such as sockets, dynamic
libraries, and a reasonably standard file system interface can not be waved
away. Light Weight Kernels that fail to provide these services will either
change (as did the CNK) or be abandoned by the vendor (as was Cata-
mount).

• As pointed out above, “Thus, for reliable communication, the hardware
level flow-control is neither necessary nor su�cient, and flow-control must
be added somewhere in the multiplexing software stack.” Communications
networks on future architectures could be made simpler, faster, more reli-
able, and lower power by taking this fact into account.

• We need to move beyond simply gluing hardware interfaces into existing
kernel designs in non-optimal ways. One of the worst examples of this
tendency can be seen in the Linux drivers for HPC networks: they all
emulate an Ethernet. This emulation results in ine↵eciencies and poor
software structure: the Jaguar system, for example, has 30,000 hardwired
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ARP-table entries on each node so that the TCP/IP address in [x, y, z]
form can be mapped to an Ethernet address in [x, y, z] form. Ethernet
interfaces are for Ethernet networks. There is no need to have a network
interface for an HPC network emulate an Ethernet, as it does on Compute
Node Linux on the Cray or ZeptoOS on BG/P.

This work was done as part of the FAST-OS program and its successor. The
ground was prepared for the FAST-OS programs in a series of meetings held in
the eary 2000s. One of the PIs earliest talks dates from 2002. In 2003, we made
the following arguments:

• Linux is fun and working now; enjoy it

• Linux is not forever

• Some fundamental properties of the Unix model have fatal flaws

• We are entering a period of architecture flux

• We need diversity in OS research now to prepare for new, strange machines

• DOE can succeed in creating a successful, diverse OS research community

We might ask: is any of this less true now that our community is faced
with the challenge of scaling parallelism up 1000-fold? We would argue that
the problem is even worse. While this program may have had successes, in
some sense the community is still plowing the same ruts. The extant machines
still largely run Linux, and the problems we predicted in 2003 (for the 2012
timeframe) are starting to come to pass: with each new version, Linux gets just
a bit slower, as it grows in size and complexity and the processors do not get any
faster. As we stated in 2003, “At some point, like all other OSes, it is [Linux]
going to fall over”. Several large companies, in private conversation, have told
the PI that one of the biggest management headaches they have is dealing with
the increasing complexity of the Linux kernel, version to version, as it gains
more features and bulk.

Did FAST-OS succeed? That is a harder question. In the sense of industry
impact, we clearly had great success. In the sense of building a vibrant com-
munity of OS researchers in DOE, we had some success; there is very good OS
work going on at Argonne, Oak Ridge, and Sandia, and on a smaller scale, at
other Labs.

Those are hard-won gains, and maintaining them will not be easy: OS re-
search continues to come under pressure for both budget reasons and from those
who believe that industry will just supply an OS as a turnkey answer, in spite
of all historical evidence to the contrary. No standard OS has ever worked for
the large scale without substantial measurement and change.

Further, the challenges in the worlds of Google, Amazon, and Facebook are
now much bigger and freer of past constraints: just this year Google announced
the Exacycle initiative, and is delivering one billion core hours for researchers.
Further, the scale of the commercial world’s file storage problems now dwarfs
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anything that is facing DOE. Hiring and keeping people at DOE Labs is be-
coming ever more challenging, absent support for new and novel approaches
to DOE problems. People are not excited by the idea of spending the next
10 years of their career supporting the legacy software produced over the last
quarter century.

DOE needs to build on the success of these programs by continuing to fund
new, innovative research that will help vendors set new directions. At the same
time, DOE Labs should almost never be in the business of providing production
software; nor should commercial uptake of every last bit of research software be
the standard by which success is measured. Failure should always be an option.
If there are no failures, then the research is not nearly aggressive enough.

When FAST-OS started, the discussion was whether the DOE Labs would
have any OS knowledge or capability left by the end of the decade. FAST-OS
and its successor program created a culture of competency in the DOE Labs and
attracted some very capable commercial and research partners from outside the
labs. In the end, we count this research, and the larger program that funded it,
as a success. Whether the gains we have made will be maintained is a question
that can only be answered at the end of this decade.
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ABSTRACT

!"#$ %&%'( )'$*(#+'$ ,-./ &0 1%'(&2#03 $4$2'5 61( 5&04*1(' 789$: ,-.
6'&2;('$ & "'2'(13'0'1;$ 789 51)'< &0) ;$'$ & $"&(') &))('$$ $%&*':
,-. "&$ +''0 #06<;'0*') +4 1;( =1(> 10 ?<;' @'0' &0) 51(' 2(&)#2#10&<
*<;$2'($: ,-. %&(2#2#10$ *1('$ +4 6;0*2#10A !#5'$"&(#03 71('$/ 1( !7$B
C%%<#*&2#10 71('$/ 1( C7$B &0) D'(0'< 71('$/ 1( D7$: E0' 1( 51(' !7
(;0$ 2(&)#2#10&< &%%<#*&2#10$: D7$ &(' 1%2#10&</ (;00#03 >'(0'< 6;0*2#10$
10 )'5&0): C7$ &(' &<$1 1%2#10&</ )'F12') 21 (;00#03 &0 &%%<#*&2#10
=#2" 01 #02'((;%2$B 012 'F'0 *<1*> #02'((;%2$: 90<#>' 2(&)#2#10&< >'(0'<$/
6;0*2#10$ &(' 012 $2&2#*A 2"' 0;5+'( 16 !7$/ D7$/ &0) C7$ *&0 *"&03' &$
0'')'): C<$1 ;0<#>' 2(&)#2#10&< $4$2'5$/ &%%<#*&2#10$ *&0 *155;0#*&2'
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1. Introduction
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2. NIX
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3. The NIX approach: core roles
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L1='F'(/ 2"' #)'& 16 %&(2#2#10#03 *1('$ +4 6;0*2#10 #$ 012 01F'<: !"' +&$#* Kd` &(*"#2'*N
2;(' "&$/ $#0*' 2"' &)F'02 16 RP8/ )#F#)') 789$ #021 2=1 +&$#* 24%'$A ?R8/ 1( ?112 R2(&%
8(1*'$$1(B &0) C8/ 1( C%%<#*&2#10 8(1*'$$1(g: !"#$ )#66'('02#&2#10 5'&0$ 2"&2/ #0
'$$'0*'/ 5;<2#%(1*'$$1( Kd` $4$2'5$ "&F' +''0 "'2'(13'0'1;$ 6(15 2"' +'3#00#03/
&<2"1;3" 2"#$ =&$ 012 F#$#+<' 6(15 2"' ;$'( <'F'< 21 %('$'(F' 5'51(4 *15%&2#+#<#24:
P&04 $'(F#*'$/ <#>' 2"' 5'51(4 &**'$$ 5'2"1)$ )'$*(#+') '&(<#'(/ 5&#02&#0 2"' $&5'
#02'(6&*' 'F'0 #6 2"' ;0)'(<4#03 #5%<'5'02&2#10 16 2"'$' 5'2"1)$ #$ 6;0)&5'02&<<4 )#6N
6'('02: ,-. %('$'(F'$ &0) 'K2'0)$ 2"#$ )#$2#0*2#10 +'2=''0 *1('$ 21 "&0)<' "'2'(13'N
0'1;$O&%%<#*&2#10$/O*('&2#03O2"('' 0'= *<&$$'$O16 *1('$A

W !"' 6#($2 *<&$$/ 2"' !#5'$"&(#03 71(' S!7T &*2$ &$ & 2(&)#2#10&< 2#5'$"&(#03 $4$2'5/
"&0)<#03 #02'((;%2$/ $4$2'5 *&<<$/ &0) $*"');<#03: !"' ?R8 #$ &<=&4$ & !7: !"'('
*&0 +' 51(' 2"&0 10' !7/ &0) & $4$2'5 *&0 *10$#$2 16 012"#03 +;2 !7$/ &$ )'2'(N
5#0') +4 2"' 0'')$ 16 2"' ;$'(: C0 RP8 $4$2'5 *&0 +' F#'=') &$ & $%'*#&< *&$'/ &
,-.O=#2"O10<4O2#5'$"&(#03O*1('$:

Z !"' $'*10) *<&$$/ 2"' C%%<#*&2#10 71(' SC7T (;0$ &%%<#*&2#10$: E0<4 C8$ *&0 +'
C%%<#*&2#10 71('$: C7 &%%<#*&2#10$ &(' (;0 #0 & 010H%(''5%2#F' 51)'/ &0) 0'F'(
6#'<) #02'((;%2$: E0 C7$/ &%%<#*&2#10$ (;0 &$ #6 2"'4 "&) 01 1%'(&2#03 $4$2'5/ +;2
2"'4 *&0 $2#<< 5&>' $4$2'5 *&<<$ &0) ('<4 10 ER $'(F#*'$ &$ %(1F#)') +4 12"'( *1('$:
?;2 61( %'(61(5&0*'/ (;00#03 10 C7$ #$ 2(&0$%&('02 21 &%%<#*&2#10$/ ;0<'$$ 2"'4
=&02 21O'K%<#*#2<4O;2#<#I' 2"' *&%&+#<#2#'$O16 2"' *1(':

[ !"' 2"#() *<&$$/ 2"' D'(0'< 71(' SD7T/ (;0 ER 2&$>$ 61( 2"' !7 &0) &(' *('&2') ;0)'(
2"' *102(1< 16 2"' !7: C D7 5#3"2/ 61( 'K&5%<'/ (;0 & 6#<' $4$2'5 *&<<: D7$ 0'F'(
(;0 ;$'( 51)' *1)': !4%#*&< ;$&3'$ 61( D7$ &(' 21 $'(F#*' #02'((;%2$ 6(15 )'F#*'
)(#F'($O&0)O21O%'(61(5O$4$2'5O*&<<$O('c;'$2')O21/O12"'(=#$' 1F'(<1&)')/O!7$:

!"#$ $'%&(&2#10 16 *1('$ #021 $%'*#6#* (1<'$ =&$ #06<;'0*') +4 )#$*;$$#10$ =#2" F'0)1($:
U"#<' *1('$ 10 *;(('02 $4$2'5$ &(' &<< 2"' "1513'0'1;$ RP8 $4$2'5$ %=#2" & 6'=
'K*'%2#10$/ $;*" &$ 2"' $4$2'5$ )'F'<1%') +4 -?P 5'02#10') '&(<#'(% 2"'(' #$ 01 3;&(N
&02'' 16 $;*" "1513'0'#24 #0 6;2;(' $4$2'5$: R4$2'5$ =#2" WfZ\ *1('$ =#<< 012 0'') 21
"&F' &<< WfZ\ *1('$ (;00#03 2"' >'(0'</ '$%'*#&<<4 3#F'0 2"&2 )'$#30'($ $'' %12'02#&< )#'
$%&*' &0) %1='( $&F#03$ #6/ 61( 'K&5%<'/ & $4$2'5 =#2" N *1('$ "&$ 10<4 sqrtSNT *1('$
*15%<'KO'01;3"O21O(;0O&0O1%'(&2#03O$4$2'5O&0)O5&0&3' #02'((;%2$O&0)O-hE:

________________
g -2 #$ &*2;&<<4 & +#2 51(' *15%<'K 2"&0 2"&2/ );' 21 2"' &)F'02 16 5;<2#*1(': E0 & 5;<2#N
*1(' $1*>'2/ 10<4 10' *1(' #$ 2"' G?R8GB #2 #$ ('&<<4 & ?112 R2(&% 71('/ +;2 2"' F'0)1($ "&F'
*"1$'0 21 5&#02&#0 2"' 1<)'( 0&5':



4. Core Startup

!"' ?R8 +'"&F'$ &$ & !7 &0) *11()#0&2'$ 2"' &*2#F#24 16 12"'( *1('$ #0 2"' $4$2'5: C62'(
$2&(2H;%/ C7$ $#2 #0 & $#5%<' *155&0) <11%/ acsched/ =&#2#03 61( *155&0)$/ &0) 'K'N
*;2#03 2"'5 &$ #0$2(;*2'): D7$ )1 2"' $&5'/ +;2 2"'4 &(' 0'F'( ('c;'$2') 21 'K'*;2'
;$'( *1)': !7$ 'K'*;2' $2&0)&() 2#5'H$"&(#03 >'(0'<$/ $#5#<&( 21 & *10F'02#10&< RP8
$4$2'5:

!7

D7

C7

Figure 1 _#66'('02 *1('$ "&F' )#66'('02 (1<'$: !7$ &(' !#5'HR"&(#03
*1('$B D7$ &(' D'(0'< *1('$B C7$ &(' C%%<#*&2#10 *1('$: !"' ?R8 S& !7T
*11()#0&2'$O2"'O(1<'$O61(O12"'(O*1('$/O="#*"O5&4O*"&03'O);(#03O2#5':

!"'('61('/ 2"'(' &(' 2=1 )#66'('02 24%'$ 16 >'(0'< #0 2"' $4$2'5A !7$ &0) D7$ 'K'*;2'
2"' $2&0)&() 2#5'H$"&(#03 >'(0'<: C7$ 'K'*;2' &<51$2 =#2"1;2 & >'(0'</ +;2 61( & 6'=
'K*'%2#10 "&0)<'($ &0) 2"'#( 5&#0 $*"');<#03 <11%: !"#$ "&$ & $#30#6#*&02 #5%&*2 10 2"'
#02'(6'('0*' *&;$') +4 2"' $4$2'5 21 &%%<#*&2#10 *1)'/ ="#*" #$ 0'3<#3#+<' 10 C7$: ,'FN
'(2"'<'$$/ C7$ 5&4 'K'*;2' &(+#2(&(4 >'(0'< *1)' +4 &**'$$#03 2"' $"&(') 2'K2 $'*2#10 16
2"' !7/O&$O&<< 5'51(4O#$O$"&(')O#0O,#K:

71('$ *&0 *"&03' (1<'$/ &3&#0 ;0)'( 2"' *102(1< 16 2"' !7: C *1(' 5#3"2 +' 0'')')
61( &%%<#*&2#10$/ #0 ="#*" *&$' ,-. *&0 )#('*2 2"' *1(' 21 '02'( 2"' C7 *155&0) <11%:
Q&2'(/ 2"' !7 5#3"2 #0$2(;*2 2"' *1(' 21 'K#2 2"' C7 <11% &0) ('H'02'( 2"' 3(1;% 16 !7$:
C2 %('$'02/ 10<4 10' *1(' %2"' ?R8% +112$O21O+'*15' & !7BO&<< 12"'(O*1('$O+112 &0)O'02'(
2"' C7 *155&0)O<11%:

5. Inter−Core Communication

-0 12"'( $4$2'5$ &))('$$#03 "'2'(13'0'1;$ 5&04H*1(' &(*"#2'*2;('$/ 5'$$&3' %&$$#03
#$ 2"' +&$#$ 61( *11()#0&2#10: R15' 16 2"'5 "&0)<' 2"' )#66'('02 *1('$ &$ & )#$2(#+;2')
$4$2'5VZX: U"#<' 6;2;(' 5&04*1(' $4$2'5$ 5&4 "&F' "'2'(13'0'1;$ 789$/ 10' &$%'*2 16
2"'5 #2 &%%'&($ =#<< 012 *"&03'A 2"'(' =#<< $2#<< +' $"&(') 5'51(4 &))('$$&+<' 6(15 &<<
*1('$: ,-. 2&>'$ &)F&02&3' 16 2"#$ %(1%'(24: ,-.H$%'*#6#* *155;0#*&2#10$ 61( 5&0&3'N
5'02 &(' %'(61(5')OF#& active 5'$$&3'$/O*&<<')O&&#02'(H*1('H*&<<$$$/O1(O-77$:

C0 -77 *10$#$2$ 16 & $2(;*2;(' *102&#0#03 & %1#02'( 21 & 6;0*2#10/ &0 #0)#*&2#10 21
6<;$" 2"' !Q?/ &0) & $'2 16 &(3;5'02$: Y&*" *1(' "&$ & ;0#c;' -77 $2(;*2;(' &$$1*#&2')
21 #2/ &0) %1<<$ 61( & 0'= 5'$$&3' ="#<' #)<': !"' *1('/ ;%10 ('*'#F#03 2"' 5'$$&3'/
*&<<$ 2"' $;%%<#') 6;0*2#10 =#2" 2"' &(3;5'02$ 3#F'0: ,12' 2"&2 2"' &(3;5'02$/ &0) 012
b;$2 2"' 6;0*2#10/O*&0O+' %1#02'($/O+'*&;$' 5'51(4O#$O$"&('):

!"' ?R8 ('&*"'$ 12"'( *1('$ 51$2<4 +4 5'&0$ 16 -77$: -02'(H8(1*'$$1( -02'((;%2$
S-8-$T &(' $'<)15 ;$'): !"'4 &(' ('<'3&2') 21 *&$'$ ="'0 &$40*"(101;$ *155;0#*&2#10
*&0012 +' &F1#)')BO61(O'K&5%<'/ ="'0 & ;$'( =&02$ 21 #02'((;%2 & %(13(&5 (;00#03 #0 #2$
C7:



?'*&;$' 16 2"#$ )'$#30/ #2 *1;<) +' $&#) 2"&2 C7$ )1 012 &*2;&<<4 "&F' & >'(0'<:
!"'#(O&&>'(0'<$$ <11>$O51(' <#>' & $#03<' <11%/O'K'*;2#03O5'$$&3'$O&$O2"'4O&((#F':

6. User interface

-0 5&04 *&$'$/ ;$'( %(13(&5$ 5&4 #301(' 2"&2 2"'4 &(' (;00#03 10 ,-. &0) +'"&F' &$
2"'4 =1;<) #0 & $2&0)&() 8<&0 ^ $4$2'5: !"' >'(0'< 5&4 &$$#30 &0 C7 21 & %(1*'$$/ 61(
'K&5%<'/ +'*&;$' #2 #$ *10$;5#03 6;<< $*"');<#03 c;&02& &0) #$ *10$#)'(') &$ 789
+1;0) +4 2"' $*"');<'(: -0 2"' $&5' =&4/ &0 C7 %(1*'$$ 2"&2 #$$;'$ 6('c;'02 $4$2'5
*&<<$ 5#3"2 +' 2(&0$%&('02<4 51F') 21 & !7/ 1( & D7 5#3"2 +' &$$#30') 21 'K'*;2' #2$
$4$2'5O*&<<$: -0O&<< *&$'$/O2"#$O"&%%'0$O2(&0$%&('02<4O21O2"' %(1*'$$:

M1( ;$'($ ="1 =#$" 21 5&K#5#I' 2"' %'(61(5&0*' 16 2"'#( %(13(&5$ #0 2"' ,-. '0F#N
(105'02/ 5&0;&< *102(1< #$ &<$1 %1$$#+<': !"'(' &(' 2=1 %(#5&(4 #02'(6&*'$ 21 2"' 0'=
$4$2'5O6;0*2#10$A

! C 0'= $4$2'5O*&<<A

execac(int core, char *path, char *args[]);

! !=1O0'= 6<&3$O61(O2"' rfork $4$2'5O*&<<A

rfork(RFCORE); rfork(RFCCORE);

Execac #$ $#5#<&( 21 exec/ +;2 #0*<;)'$ & core 0;5+'( &$ #2$ 6#($2 &(3;5'02: -6 2"#$ 0;5N
+'( #$ f/ 2"' $2&0)&() exec $4$2'5 *&<< #$ %'(61(5')/ 'K*'%2 2"&2 &<< %&3'$ &(' 6&;<2') #0
+'61(' 2"' %(1*'$$ $2&(2$: -6 2"#$ 0;5+'( #$ 0'3&2#F'/ 2"' %(1*'$$ #$ 51F') 21 &0 C7/
*"1$'0 +4 2"' >'(0'<: -6 2"#$ 0;5+'( #$ %1$#2#F'/ 2"' %(1*'$$ 51F'$ 21 2"' C7 =#2" 2"&2
*1(' 0;5+'(/O#6 &F&#<&+<'/O12"'(=#$' 2"' $4$2'5O*&<< 6&#<$:

RFCORE #$ & 0'= 6<&3 61( 2"' $2&0)&() 8<&0 ^ rfork $4$2'5 *&<</ ="#*" *102(1<$
('$1;(*'$ 61( 2"' %(1*'$$: !"#$ 6<&3 &$>$ 2"' >'(0'< 21 51F' 2"' %(1*'$$ 21 &0 C7/ *"1N
$'0 +4 2"' >'(0'<: C *1;02'(%&(2/ RFCCORE/ 5&4 +' ;$') 21 &$> 2"' >'(0'< 21 51F' 2"'
%(1*'$$O+&*> 21O& !7:

!";$/ %(1*'$$'$ *&0 &<$1 *"&03' 2"'#( 51)': P1$2 %(1*'$$'$ &(' $2&(2') 10 2"' !7
&0)/ )'%'0)#03 10 2"' 24%' 16 rfork 1( exec +'#03 %'(61(5')/ *&0 1%2#10&<<4 2(&0$#2#10
21O&0OC7:O-6 2"' %(1*'$$O2&>'$O& 6&;<2/O5&>'$O& $4$2'5O*&<</O1(O"&$O$15' 12"'( %(1+<'5/ #2
=#<< 2(&0$#2#10 +&*> 21 2"' !7 61( $'(F#*': E0*' $'(F#*')/O2"' %(1*'$$O5&4O('$;5' 'K'*;N
2#10O#0O2"' C7i:

?#0&(4 *15%&2#+#<#24 61( %(1*'$$'$ #$ "'0*' (&2"'( '&$4A 1<) %(1*'$$'$ 10<4 (;0 10 &
!7/ ;0<'$$ 2"' >'(0'< )'*#)'$ 12"'(=#$': -6 & ;$'( 5&>'$ & 5#$2&>' &0) $2&(2$ &0 1<)
+#0&(4 10 &0 C7/ #2 =#<< $#5%<4 51F' +&*> 21 & !7 &2 2"' 6#($2 $4$2'5 *&<< &0) $2&4 2"'('
;02#< )#('*2') 21 51F': -6 2"' +#0&(4 #$ 51$2<4 $%'0)#03 #2$ 2#5' 10 *15%;2&2#10/ #2 *&0
$2#<< 51F' +&*> 21 &0 C7 61( 2"' );(&2#10 16 2"' 2#5' $%'02 #0 "'&F4 *15%;2&2#10: ,1
*"'*>%1#02#03 #$ 0'')')A 2"#$ 51F'5'02 #$ %1$$#+<' +'*&;$' 2"' *1('$ $"&(' 5'51(4B
="#*" 5'&0$ 2"&2 &<< *1('$/ ="'2"'( !7/ D7 1( C7 *&0 &**'$$ &04 %(1*'$$ 10 &04 12"'(
*1(' &$O#6 #2 =&$O(;00#03O<1*&<<4:

________________
i ,12' 2"&2 2"#$ #$ & )'$*(#%2#10 16 +'"&F#1(/ &0) 012 16 2"' #5%<'5'02&2#10: -0 2"' #5%<'N
5'02&2#10/ 2"'(' #$ 01 %(1*'$$ 5#3(&2#10:
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Figure 2 CO2(&)#2#10&<O8<&0 ^ %(1*'$$ "&$ #2$ ;$'( $%&*' #0 2"' $&5' *10N
2'K2 ;$')O61(O#2$O>'(0'<O$%&*': C62'(O51F#03O21O&0OC7/O2"'O;$'(O*102'K2O#$
61;0)O10O&O)#66'('02O*1('/O+;2O2"' >'(0'< %&(2 ('5&#0$ #0 2"' !7 &$ & "&0N
)<'(O61(O$4$2'5O*&<<$O&0)O2(&%$:

7. Semaphores and tubes

?'*&;$' #0 ,-. &%%<#*&2#10$ 5&4 (;0 #0 C7$ ;0)#$2;(+') +4 12"'( >'(0'< &*2#F#2#'$/ #2 #$
#5%1(2&02 21 +' &+<' 21 %'(61(5 #02'(%(1*'$$ *155;0#*&2#10 =#2"1;2 0'')#03 21 ('$1(2
21 >'(0'< *&<<$ #6 6'&$#+<': ?'$#)'$ 2"' $2&0)&() 211<>#2 16 -87 5'*"&0#$5$ #0 8<&0 ^/ ,-.
#0*<;)'$O2=1O5'*"&0#$5$O61(O2"#$O%;(%1$'A

! E%2#5#$2#*O;$'(H<'F'< $'5&%"1('$/O&0)

! !;+'$/O& 0'= ;$'(O$"&(')H5'51(4O*155;0#*&2#10$O5'*"&0#$5:

,-. $'5&%"1('$ ;$' &215#* #0*('5'02 &0) )'*('5'02 1%'(&2#10$/ &$ 61;0) 10 CP_`\
&0) 12"'( &(*"#2'*2;('$/ 21 ;%)&2' & $'5&%"1(' F&<;' #0 1()'( 21 $40*"(10#I': -6 2"'
1%'(&2#10 %'(61(5') #0 2"' $'5&%"1(' 5&4 %(1*'') =#2"1;2 +<1*>#03 S&0) =#2"1;2
0'')#03 21 =&>' & %''( %(1*'$$ 6(15 & $<''% $2&2'T/ #2 #$ %'(61(5') +4 2"' ;$'( <#+(&(4
=#2"1;2 '02'(#03 2"' >'(0'<: E2"'(=#$'/ 2"' >'(0'< #$ *&<<') ;%10 21 '#2"'( +<1*> 1(
&=&>' &012"'( %(1*'$$: !"' #5%<'5'02&2#10 #$ $#5%<'/ =#2" b;$2 WZ\ <#0'$ 16 7 #0 2"'
;$'(O<#+(&(4O&0)O[WfO<#0'$O16 *1)' #0O2"' >'(0'<:

!"' #02'(6&*' %(1F#)') 61( $'5&%"1('$ *102&#0$ 2"' 2=1 $2&0)&() 1%'(&2#10$ &0)
&012"'(O10'/ altsems/O="#*"O#$O012 ;$;&<:

void upsem(int *sem);
void downsem(int *sem);
int altsems(int *sems[], int nsems);

Upsem &0) downsem &(' 2(&)#2#10&< $'5&%"1(' 1%'(&2#10$/ 12"'( 2"&0 2"'#( 1%2#N
5#$5 &0) 2"'#( &+#<#24 21 (;0 &2 ;$'(H<'F'< ="'0 6'&$#+<': -0 2"' =1($2 *&$'/ 2"'4 *&<<
2=1 0'= $4$2'5 *&<<$ Ssemsleep/ &0) semwakeupT 21 +<1*> 1( =&>' ;% &012"'( %(1*'$$/
#6 ('c;#('): E%2#10&<<4/ +'61(' +<1*>#03/ downsem 5&4 $%#0/ +;$4 =&#2#03 61( & *"&0*'
21O%'(61(5O& )1=0O10O2"' $'5&%"1(' =#2"1;2 +<1*>#03:

Altsems #$ & 01F'< 1%'(&2#10/ ="#*" 2(#'$ 21 %'(61(5 & downsem #0 10' 16 2"' 3#F'0
$'5&%"1('$ S9$#03 downsem #$ 012 'c;#F&<'02 +'*&;$' #2 #$ 012 >01=0 #0 &)F&0*' ="#*"
$'5&%"1(' =#<< +' 2"' 2&(3'2 16 & )1=0 1%'(&2#10T: -6 $'F'(&< $'5&%"1('$ &(' ('&)4 61(
& )1=0 =#2"1;2 +<1*>#03/ 10' 16 2"'5 #$ $'<'*2') &0) 2"' )1=0 #$ %'(61(5')B 2"' 6;0*N
2#10O('2;(0$O&0O#0)'KOF&<;' #0)#*&2#03O="#*"O10': -6 010' 16 2"' )1=0$ 5&4 %(1*'')/ 2"'
1%'(&2#10O*&<<$O2"' >'(0'< &0)O+<1*>$:



!"'('61('/ #0 2"' +'$2 *&$'/ altsems %'(61(5$ & )1=0 #0 ;$'( $%&*'/ =#2"1;2 '02'(N
#03 2"' >'(0'</ #0 & 010H)'2'(5#0#$2 =&4: -0 2"' =1($2 *&$'/ 2"' >'(0'< #$ ;$') 21 await
61( & *"&0*' 21 )1=0 10' 16 2"' $'5&%"1('$: ?'61(' )1#03 $1/ 2"' 1%'(&2#10 5&4 +'
*106#3;(')O21O$%#0O&0)O+;$4O=&#2 61(O& %'(#1)O21O=&#2 61(O#2$O2;(0:

E%2#5#$2#* $'5&%"1('$/ &$ )'$*(#+')/ &(' ;$') #0 ,-. 21 #5%<'5'02 $"&(') 5'51(4
*155;0#*&2#10 *"&00'<$ *&<<') tubes: C 2;+' #$ & +;66'(') ;0#)#('*2#10&< *155;0#*&N
2#10$ *"&00'<: M#K')H$#I' 5'$$&3'$ *&0 +' $'02 &0) ('*'#F') 6(15 #2 S+;2 )#66'('02
2;+'$ 5&4 "&F' )#66'('02 5'$$&3' $#I'$T: !"' #02'(6&*' #$ $#5#<&( 21 2"&2 61( 7"&00'<$ #0
2"' 8<&0O^O2"('&)O<#+(&(4VWfXA

Tube* newtube(ulong msz, ulong n);
void freetube(Tube *t);
int nbtrecv(Tube *t, void *p);
int nbtsend(Tube *t, void *p);
void trecv(Tube *t, void *p);
void tsend(Tube *t, void *p);
int talt(Talt a[], int na);

Newtube *('&2'$ & 2;+' 61( 2"' 3#F'0 5'$$&3' $#I' &0) 0;5+'( 16 5'$$&3'$ #0 2"'
2;+' +;66'(: Tsend &0) trecv *&0 +' ;$') 21 $'0) &0) ('*'#F': !"'(' &(' 010H+<1*>#03
F&(#&02$/ ="#*" 6&#< #0$2'&) 16 +<1*>#03 #6 2"' 1%'(&2#10 *&0012 %(1*''): C0) 2"'(' #$ &
talt ('c;'$2 21O%'(61(5O&<2'(0&2#F' $'0)$O&0)h1(O('*'#F'$O10O5;<2#%<' 2;+'$:

!"' #5%<'5'02&2#10 #$ & $#5%<' %(1);*'(H*10$;5'( =(#22'0 =#2" W\W <#0'$ 16 7/
+;2/ +'*&;$' 16 2"' $'5&%"1('$ ;$')/ #2 #$ &+<' 21 (;0 &2 ;$'( $%&*' =#2"1;2 '02'(#03
2"' >'(0'< ="'0O$'0)$O&0)O('*'#F'$O5&4O%(1*'')A

struct Tube
{

int msz; /* message size */
int tsz; /* tube size (# of messages) */
int nmsg; /* semaphore: # of messages in tube */
int nhole; /* semaphore: # of free slots in tube */
int hd;
int tl;

};

-2 #$ 6'&$#+<' 21 2(4 21 %'(61(5 5;<2#%<' $'0)$ &0) ('*'#F'$ 10 )#66'('02 2;+'$ &2 2"'
$&5' 2#5'/ =&#2#03 61( 2"' *"&0*' 21 'K'*;2' 10' 16 2"'5: !"#$ 6'&2;(' 'K%<1#2$ altsems
21 1%'(&2' &2 ;$'(H<'F'< #6 %1$$#+<'/ *&<<#03 2"' >'(0'< 12"'(=#$': -2 $;66#*'$ 21 6#<< &0
&((&4 16 $'5&%"1('$ =#2" '#2"'( 2"' 10'$ ('%('$'02#03 5'$$&3'$ #0 & 2;+'/ 1( 2"' 10'$
('%('$'02#03 '5%24 $<12$ #0 & 2;+'/ )'%'0)#03 10 ="'2"'( & ('*'#F' 1( & $'0) 1%'(&2#10
#$ $'<'*2'): !"'0/ *&<<#03 altsems 3;&(&02''$ 2"&2/ ;%10 ('2;(0/ 2"' 1%'(&2#10 5&4 %(1N
*''):

8. Implementation

C$ 16 21)&4/ 2"' >'(0'< #$ 1%'(&2#10&</ &<2"1;3" 012 #0 %(1);*2#10: P1(' =1(> #$ 0'')')
#0 $4$2'5 #02'(6&*'$/ (1<' *"&03#03/ &0) 5'51(4 5&0&3'5'02B +;2 2"' >'(0'< #$ &*2#F'
'01;3"O21O+' ;$')/O&2 <'&$2 61(O2'$2#03:

U' "&F' *"&03') & $;(%(#$#03<4 $5&<< &51;02 16 *1)' &2 2"#$ %1#02: !"'(' &('
&+1;2 \ff <#0'$ 16 0'= &$$'5+<'( $1;(*'/ &+1;2 df <#0'$ 16 %<&261(5 #0)'%'0)'02 7
$1;(*'/ &0) &+1;2 []f <#0'$ 16 CP_`\ 7 $1;(*' *1)' S012 *1;02#03 2"' *1)' 61( ,-.
$'5&%"1('$T: !1 2"#$/ =' "&F' 21 &)) & 6'= 'K2(& $1;(*' <#0'$ #0 2"' $2&(2H;% *1)'/ $4$N
2'5 *&<</ &0) 2(&% "&0)<'($: !"#$ #5%<'5'02&2#10 #$ +'#03 +12" )'F'<1%') &0) 2'$2') 10



2"' CP_`\O&(*"#2'*2;(':

C$ & ('$;<2 16 2"' 'K%'(#5'02$ *10);*2') $1 6&(/ =' 61;0) 2"&2 2"'(' $''5$ 21 +'
01 %'(61(5&0*' %'0&<24 61( %('H%&3#03/ ="#*" #$ #02'('$2#03 10 #2$ 1=0: !"#$ #$ 2"'
('$;<2 16 2"' %(13(&5 #5&3' *&*"'/ *15+#0') =#2" 2"' <&*> 16 $=&%%#03 #0 ,-.: L1=N
'F'(/ 012 %('%&3#03 & +#0&(4 "&$ %'(61(5&0*' '66'*2$ ="'0 %(13(&5$ (;0 10 C7$/
+'*&;$' & !7 1(OD7 5;$2 +' #0F1<F')O#0O2"' %&3' 6&;<2 "&0)<#03O%(1*'$$:

!1 )#$%&2*" & %(1*'$$ 61( 'K'*;2#10 &2 10' C7 =' ;$' 2"' -77 5'*"&0#$5: M#3;(' [
'K%<&#0$O"1= #2 =1(>$A

(;0&* : : : : : : : : : : : &*$*"')

!7 C7

Figure 3 -02'(H*1(' *&<<$: !"' $*"');<'( #0 2"' C7 #$ =&#2#03 61( %1#02N
'($O21O6;0*2#10$O21O+'O*&<<')O#0O2"'OC7O*102'K2:

!"' 6;0*2#10 acsched (;0$ 10 C7$/ &$ %&(2 16 #2$ $2&(2H;% $'c;'0*': !"' acsched
6;0*2#10 =&#2$ #0 & 6&$2 <11% %1<<#03 61( &0 &*2#F' 5'$$&3' 6;0*2#10 %1#02'(: !1 &$> 2"'
C7 21 'K'*;2' & 6;0*2#10/ 2"' !7 $'2$ #0 2"' -77 $2(;*2;(' 61( 2"' C7 2"' &(3;5'02$/ &0
#0)#*&2#10 21 6<;$" 2"' !Q? 1( 012/ &0) & 6;0*2#10 %1#02'(B &0) 2"'0 *"&03'$ 2"' %(1*'$$
$2&2' 21 Exotic/ ="#*" =1;<) +<1*> 2"' %(1*'$$ 61( 2"' 515'02: U"'0 2"' %1#02'(
+'*15'$ 010H0#</ 2"' C7 *&<<$ 2"' 6;0*2#10: !"' 6;0*2#10 %1#02'( ;$'$ & *&*"' <#0' &0)
&<< 12"'( &(3;5'02$ ;$' & )#66'('02 *&*"' <#0'/ #0 1()'( 21 5#0#5#I' 2"' 0;5+'( 16 +;$
2(&0$&*2#10$ ="'0 %1<<#03: E0*' 2"' 6;0*2#10 #$ )10'/ 2"' C7 $'2$ 2"' 6;0*2#10 %1#02'(
21 0#< &0) *&<<$ ready 10 2"' %(1*'$$ 2"&2 $*"');<') 2"' 6;0*2#10 61( 'K'*;2#10: !"#$
&%%(1&*"O*&0O+' 2"1;3"2 16 &$O& $162=&('H10<4O-8-:

U"#<' &0 C7 #$ %'(61(5#03 &0 &*2#10 )#*2&2') +4 & %(1*'$$ #0 2"' !7/ 2"' )&2& $2(;*N
2;(' ('%('$'02#03 2"' *1('/ >01=0 &$ #2$ Mach $2(;*2;('/ %1#02$ 21 2"' %(1*'$$ $1 2"&2
2"' *;(('02 %(1*'$$O%1#02'(/O1( up/O#0O2"' C7 ('6'($O21O2"' %(1*'$$: !"' %(1*'$$O('6'($ 21
2"' C7 F#& & 0'= 6#'<) Mach.ac: R"1;<) 2"' C7 +'*15' #)<'/ #2$ %(1*'$$ %1#02'( #0 Mach
#$O$'2 21O0#<:

!"#$ 5'*"&0#$5 #$ $#5#<&( 21 & F#(2;&< 5&*"#0' 'K#2 $'c;'0*': U"#<' =' *1;<) 2"#0>
&+1;2 #5%<'5'02#03 C7 %(1*'$$ 'K'*;2#10 =#2" & F#(2;&< 5&*"#0' $2&(2;% $'c;'0*'/ F#(N
2;&< 5&*"#0'$ "&F' $#30#6#*&02<4 51(' 1F'("'&) 2"&0 1;( 5'2"1): !"#$ 5'*"&0#$5 #$
;$')O+4O,-.O21O)#$%&2*"O%(1*'$$'$O21OC7$/O&$O$"1=0O#0O6#3;(' \A

C %(1*'$$ 2"&2 *&<<$ 2"' 0'= $4$2'5 *&<</ execac S1( ;$'$ 2"' RFCORE 6<&3 #0 rforkT
5&>'$ 2"' >'(0'< *&<< runacore #0 2"' *102'K2 16 2"' %(1*'$$: !"#$ 6;0*2#10 5&>'$ 2"'
%(1*'$$ +'*15' & "&0)<'( 61( 2"' &*2;&< %(1*'$$/ ="#*" =1;<) +' (;00#03 6(15 01= 10
10 2"' C7: !1 )1 $1/ runacore *&<<$ runac 21 'K'*;2' actouser 10 2"' C8 $'<'*2'): !"#$
2(&0$6'($ *102(1< 21 ;$'(H51)'/ ('$21(#03 2"' $2&2' &$ $&F') #0 2"' ;$'( ('3#$2'( $2(;*N
2;('/ 1( Ureg/ >'%2 +4 2"' %(1*'$$ #0 #2$ >'(0'< $2&*>: ?12" actouser &0) &04 >'(0'< "&0N
)<'( 'K'*;2#03 #0 2"' C7 (;0$ ;$#03 2"' Mach $2&*>/ #:':/ 2"' %'(H*1(' $2&*> ;$') #0 8<&0
^O>'(0'<$:

!"' ;$'( *1)' (;0$ ;0)#$2;(+') #0 2"' C7 ="#<' 2"' S"&0)<'(T %(1*'$$ #$ +<1*>')/
=&#2#03 61( 2"' -77 21 *15%<'2': !"&2 "&%%'0$ &$ $110 &$ 2"'(' #$ & 6&;<2 1( & $4$2'5
*&<< #0O2"' C7:



;$'(O*1)'

'K'*&* (;0&*1(' : : : : : : : : : : : &*21;$'(

;$'(O*1)'

Figure 4 P#3(&2#10O16O&O;$'(O%(1*'$$O21O&0OC7O;$#03O'K'*&*:

U"'0 &0 C8 2&>'$ & 6&;<2/ 2"' C8 2(&0$6'($ *102(1< 16 2"' %(1*'$$ +&*> 21 2"' !7/ +4
6#0#$"#03 2"' -77/ &0) 2"'0 =&#2$ 61( )#('*2#10$: !"&2 #$/ 2"' C8 $%#0$ 10 2"' -77 $2(;*N
2;(' =&#2#03O61(O& 0'= *&<<:

;$'(O*1)'

2(&%

&*2(&%:::::::::::(;0&*1('

Figure 5 7&<<O%&2"O61(O2(&%O"&0)<#03O#0OC7O*102'K2

!"' "&0)<#03 %(1*'$$/ (;00#03 runacore/ "&0)<'$ 2"' 6&;<2 &0) #$$;'$ & 0'= -77 21
5&>' 2"' C8 ('2;(0 6(15 2"' 2(&%/ $1 2"&2 2"' %(1*'$$ *102#0;'$ 'K'*;2#10 #0 #2$ *1(':
!"' 2(&%O5#3"2 >#<< 2"' %(1*'$$/O#0O="#*"O*&$' 2"' C7 #$O('<'&$')O&0)O+'*15'$O#)<':

(;0&*1(' : : : : : : : : : : : &*2(&%('2

;$'(O*1)'

2(&%ST

Figure 6 j'2;(0O%&2"O61(O2(&%O"&0)<#03O#0OC7O*102'K2



L&0)<#03 %&3' 6&;<2$ ('c;#('$ 2"' "&0)<#03 %(1*'$$ 21 3'2 &**'$$ 21 2"' faulting
address/ 1( cr2 ('3#$2'( #0 2"' CP_ &(*"#2'*;2('/ &$ 61;0) #0 2"' C7: U' "&F' F#(2;&<#I')
2"' ('3#$2'(: !"' !7 $&F'$ 2"' "&()=&(' ('3#$2'( #021 & $162=&(' *1%4/ >'%2 #0 2"' Mach
$2(;*2;(': !"' C7 )1'$ 2"' $&5': !"' 6;0*2#10 runacore ;%)&2'$ 2"' !7$$ $162=&(' *(Z
=#2" 2"' 10' 61;0) #0 2"' C7 +'61(' *&<<#03 trap/ $1 2"&2 2(&% "&0)<#03 *1)' )1'$ 012
0'')O21O>01= ="#*"O*1(' *&;$')O2"' 6&;<2:

M<1&2#03 %1#02 2(&%$ &(' "&0)<') )#('*2<4 #0 2"' C7/ #0$2'&) 16 )#$%&2*"#03 2"' %(1N
*'$$ 21 2"' !7B 61( '66#*#'0*4: E0<4 ="'0 2"'4 *&;$' &0 'F'02 1( note S2"' %<&0 ^ 'c;#F&N
<'02 16 & ;0#K $#30&<T 21 +' %1$2') 21 2"' %(1*'$$/ #$ 2"' %(1*'$$ 2(&0$6'((') 21 2"' !7
S;$;&<<4O21O+' >#<<')T:

U"'0 &0 C8 5&>'$ & $4$2'5 *&<</ 2"' >'(0'< "&0)<'( #0 2"' C8 ('2;(0$ *102(1< +&*>
21 2"' !7 #0 2"' $&5' 5&00'( &$ %&3' 6&;<2$/ +4 *15%<'2#03 2"' -77: !"' "&0)<'( %(1N
*'$$ #0 2"' !7 $'(F'$ 2"' $4$2'5 *&<< &0) 2"'0 2(&0$6'($ *102(1< +&*> 21 2"' C7/ +4 #$$;N
#03 & 0'= -77 21 <'2 2"' %(1*'$$ *102#0;' #2$ 'K'*;2#10 &62'( ('2;(0#03 21 ;$'( 51)': C$
#0 2(&%$/ 2"' ;$'( *102'K2 #$ >'%2 #0 2"' "&0)<'( %(1*'$$ >'(0'< $2&*>/ &$ #2 #$ )10' 61( &<<
12"'( %(1*'$$'$: -0 %&(2#*;<&(/ #2 #$ >'%2 =#2"#0 2"' Ureg )&2& $2(;*2;(' &$ 61;0) #0 2"&2
$2&*>:

!"' "&0)<'( %(1*'$$/ 2"&2 #$/ 2"' 1(#3#0&< 2#5'H$"&(#03 %(1*'$$ ="'0 'K'*;2#03
runacore/ +'"&F'$ <#>' 2"' (') <#0' $'%&(&2#03 2"' ;$'( *1)' S01= #0 2"' C7T &0) 2"'
>'(0'< *1)' S(;0 #0 2"' !7T: -2 #$ 6'&$#+<' 21 +(#03 2"' %(1*'$$ +&*> 21 2"' !7/ &$ #2 =&$
+'61(' *&<<#03 execac: !1 )1 $1/ runacore ('2;(0$ &0)/ 10<4 2"#$ *&$'/ +12" execac &0)
syscall &(' *&('6;< 012 )1 &042"#03 +;2 ('2;(0#03 21 2"' *&<<'(: !"' ('&$10 #$ 2"&2 *&<<#03
runacore #$ 'c;#F&<'02 21 ('2;(0#03 6(15 exec 1( rfork 21 ;$'( *1)' S10<4 2"&2 #0 & )#66'(N
'02 *1('T: C<< +11>H>''%#03 21 +' )10' ="#<' ('2;(0#03/ #$ &<('&)4 )10' +4 runacore:
C<$1/ +'*&;$' 2"' Ureg #0 2"' +12215 16 2"' >'(0'< $2&*> 61( 2"' %(1*'$$ #$ +'#03 ;$')
&$O2"' %<&*' 21O>''%O2"' ;$'(O*102'K2/O2"' *1)' 'K'*;2')O&62'(O('2;(0#03O6(15 syscall
('$21('$O2"' ;$'(O*102'K2 &$O#2 =&$O="'0O2"' %(1*'$$O<'62 2"' C7 21O31O+&*> 21O2"' !7:

L&()=&(' #02'((;%2$ &(' &<< (1;2') 21 2"' ?R8: C7$ $"1;<) 012 2&>' &04 #02'((;%2$/
&$ 2"'4 *&;$' b#22'(: U' *"&03') 2"' (1;0)H(1+#0 &<<1*&2#10 *1)' 21 6#0) 2"' 6#($2 *1('
&+<' 21 2&>' #02'((;%2$ &0) (1;2' &<< #02'((;%2$ 21 2"' &F&#<&+<' *1(': U' *;(('02<4
&$$;5' 2"&2 6#($2 *1(' #$ 2"' ?R8: S,12' 2"&2 #2 #$O$2#<< 6'&$#+<' 21O(1;2' #02'((;%2$O21O12"'(
!7$ 1( D7$/ &0) =' &*2;&<<4 %<&0 21 )1 $1 #0 2"' 6;2;('T: C<$1/ 01 C)F&0*') 8(1N
3(&55&+<' -02'((;%2 7102(1<<'(SC8-7T 2#5'( #02'((;%2$ &(' '0&+<') 10 C7$: 9$'( *1)' #0
C7$O(;0$O;0)#$2;(+')/O;02#< #2 6&;<2$O1(O5&>'$O& $4$2'5O*&<<:

!"' C7 ('c;#('$ & 6'= 0'= &$$'5+<'( (1;2#0'$ 21 2(&0$6'( *102(1< 21h6(15 ;$'(
$%&*'/ ="#<' ;$#03 2"' $2&0)&() Ureg $%&*' #0O2"' +12215O16 2"' %(1*'$$O>'(0'< $2&*> 61(
$&F#03 &0) ('$21(#03 %(1*'$$ *102'K2: !"' %(1*'$$ >'(0'< $2&*> #$ 012 ;$') S+;2 61(
>''%#03 2"' UregT ="#<' #0 2"' C7$B #0$2'&)/ 2"' %'(H*1(' $2&*>/ >01=0 &$ 2"' Mach
$2&*>/O#$O;$')O61(O2"' 6'= >'(0'< (1;2#0'$O'K'*;2')O#0O2"' C7:

?'*&;$' 2"' #0$2(;*2#10$ ;$') 21 '02'( 2"' >'(0'</ &0) 2"' $'c;'0*'/ #$ 'K&*2<4 2"'
$&5' #0 +12" 2"' !7 &0) 2"' C7/ 01 *"&03' #$ 0'')') #0 2"' 7 <#+(&(4 S12"'( 2"&0 & 0'=
$4$2'5 *&<< 61( ;$#03 2"' 0'= $'(F#*'T: C<< $4$2'5 *&<<$ 5&4 %(1*'')/ 2(&0$%&('02<4 61(
2"' ;$'(/O#0O+12"O>#0)$O16 *1('$:

9. Queue based system calls?

C$ &0 'K%'(#5'02/ =' #5%<'5'02') & $5&<< 2"('&) <#+(&(4 $;%%1(2#03 c;';'H+&$') $4$N
2'5 *&<<$ $#5#<&( 21 2"1$' #0 VW[X: !"('&)$ &(' *11%'(&2#F'<4 $*"');<') =#2"#0 2"' %(1N
*'$$O&0)O012 >01=0O+4O2"' >'(0'<:



Y&*" %(1*'$$ "&$ +''0 %(1F#)') =#2" 2=1 c;';'$A 10' 21 ('*1() $4$2'5 *&<<
('c;'$2$/ &0) &012"'( 21 ('*1() $4$2'5 *&<< ('%<#'$: U"'0 & 2"('&) #$$;'$ & $4$2'5 *&<</
#2 6#<<$ ;% &0 $<12 #0 2"' $4$2'5 *&<< c;';'/ #0$2'&) 16 5&>#03 &0 &*2;&< $4$2'5 *&<<: C2
2"&2 %1#02/ 2"' 2"('&) <#+(&(4 5&(>$ 2"' 2"('&)O&$O+<1*>')O&0)O%(1*'')$O21O'K'*;2' 12"'(
2"('&)$: U"'0 &<< 2"' 2"('&)$ &(' +<1*>')/ 2"' %(1*'$$ =&#2$ 61( ('%<#'$ #0 2"' ('%<4
c;';':

?'61(' ;$#03 2"' c;';' 5'*"&0#$5/ 2"' %(1*'$$ #$$;'$ & ('&< $4$2'5 *&<< 21 <'2 2"'
>'(0'< >01=: -0 ('$%10$' 21 2"#$ *&<</ 2"' >'(0'< *('&2'$ & S>'(0'<T %(1*'$$ $"&(#03 &<<
$'35'02$ =#2" 2"' *&<<'(: !"#$ %(1*'$$ #$ ('$%10$#+<' 61( 'K'*;2#03 2"' c;';') $4$2'5
*&<<$O&0)O%<&*#03O('%<#'$O61(O2"'5O#0O2"' ('%<4Oc;';':

U#2" 2"#$ #5%<'5'02&2#10/ =' 5&)' $'F'(&< %'(61(5&0*' 5'&$;('5'02$: -0 %&(2#*;N
<&(/ =' 5'&$;(') "1= <103 #2 2&>'$ 61( & %(13(&5 =#2" ]f 2"('&)$ 21 'K'*;2' ]ff $4$N
2'5 *&<<$ #0 '&*" 2"('&): M1( 2"' 'K%'(#5'02/ 2"' $4$2'5 *&<< ;$') )1'$ 012 +<1*> &0)
)1'$O012"#03: !&+<' WO$"1=$O2"' ('$;<2:

____________________________________
Core System Call Queue Call____________________________________
TC 0.02s f:f`$____________________________________
AC 0.20s f:f\$____________________________________⎜⎜

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

Table 1 !#5'$ #0 $'*10)$/ 16 '<&%$') ('&< 2#5'/ 61( & $'(#'$ 16 $4$*&<<
*&<<$O&0)Oc;';'H+&$')O$4$2'5O*&<<$O6(15O2"'O!7O&0)O2"'OC7:

-2 2&>'$ 2"#$ %(13(&5 f:f` $'*10)$ S16 '<&%$')/ ('&< 2#5'T 21 *15%<'2' ="'0 (;0 10
2"' !7 ;$#03 2"' c;';' +&$') 5'*"&0#$5: L1='F'(/ #2 2&>'$ 10<4 f:fZ $'*10)$ 21 *15N
%<'2' ="'0 ;$#03 2"' $2&0)&() $4$2'5 *&<< 5'*"&0#$5: !"'('61('/ &2 <'&$2 61( 2"#$ %(1N
3(&5/ 2"' 5'*"&0#$5 #$ 51(' &0 1F'("'&) 2"&0 & +'0'6#2 #0 2"' !7: -2 #$ <#>'<4 2"&2 2"'
212&< 0;5+'( 16 $4$2'5 *&<<$ %'( $'*10) 2"&2 *1;<) +' %'(61(5') #0 2"' 5&*"#0' 5#3"2
#0*('&$' );' 21 2"' $5&<<'( 0;5+'( 16 )15&#0 *(1$$#03$: L1='F'(/ 61( & $#03<' %(1N
3(&5/O2"&2 )1'$O012 $''5O21O+' 2"' *&$':

C$ &012"'( 'K%'(#5'02/ (;00#03 2"' $&5' %(13(&5 10 2"' C7 2&>'$ f:Zf $'*10)$
="'0 ;$#03 2"' $2&0)&() $4$2'5 *&<< 5'*"&0#$5/ &0) f:f\ $'*10)$ ="'0 ;$#03 c;';'H
+&$') $4$2'5 *&<<$: !"' C7 #$ 012 5'&02 21 %'(61(5 $4$2'5 *&<<$: C $4$2'5 *&<< 5&)'
="#<' (;00#03 10 #2 #5%<#'$ & 2(#% 21 2"' !7 &0) &012"'( 2(#% +&*> 21 2"' C7: C$ & ('$;<2/
#$$;#03 $4$2'5 *&<<$ 6(15 2"' C7 #$ 'K%'0$#F': Q11>#03 &2 2"' 2#5' ="'0 ;$#03 c;';'H
+&$') *&<<$/ #2 #$ $#5#<&( 21 10' 61( (;00#03 #0 2"' !7 S+;2 51(' 'K%'0$#F'T: !"'('61('/
=' 5&4 *10*<;)' 2"&2 c;';' +&$') $4$2'5 *&<<$ 5&4 5&>' $4$2'5 *&<<$ &661()&+<' 'F'0
61(OC7$:

L1='F'(/ & $#5%<'( 5'*"&0#$5 #$ 21 >''% #0 2"' !7 2"1$' %(1*'$$'$ 2"&2 )#) 012
*10$;5' &<< #2$ c;&02;5 &2 ;$'( <'F'</ &0) 51F' 21 C7$ 10<4 2"1$' %(1*'$$'$ 2"&2 )1O$1:
C$ & ('$;<2/ =' "&F' )'*#)') 012 21 #0*<;)' c;';' +&$') $4$2'5 *&<<$ S&<2"1;3" 2;+'$
*&0O$2#<< +' ;$')O61(O-87T:

10. Current Status

!"'(' &(' & 6'= 12"'( 2"#03$ 2"&2 "&F' 21 +' )10': !1 0&5' & 6'=A -0*<;)#03 51('
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